
OLD 
CLEAN
BRICKS
WITH CHARACTER, 
HISTORY AND CARE 
– IN EVERY BRICK 

OLD BRICKS WITH CHARACTER, 
HISTORY AND CARE
Past and present embodied in the same brick. Masonary 
bricks have a natural patina perfect for raw, rustic  surfacings for 
facades, fl oors and walls. History is preserved and the benefi ts to 
the environment are substantial. 2000 old bricks save 1 ton of CO2 
from being emitted into the environment.

Old Clean Bricks is the only company to have created a solution to  
cleaning old bricks responsibly. Using our patented technology, Old 
Clean Bricks can clean 5000 to 6000 bricks an hour - helping 
to reduce environmental impact for the future.



FROM COW SHED 
TO CASTLE LIVING
Hindsgavl Slot chose old bricks in its conversion of 
the castle’s old cow shed. The 23 new rooms are all 
characterised by their special patina, reminiscent of 
castle living and simple in expression. 

“We had never worked with old bricks before. The brick layers were 

a bit sceptical to start with as these bricks need more sorting then 

newly produced ones. But it soon became clear that the building 

would inherit a character impossible to achieve with new bricks. 

The beauty of the bricks was something everyone agreed upon and 

reusing bricks is of course much better for the environment.”

Building Project Manager Frank Christensen, Hanson & Knudsen

OUR BEER, OUR 
TOWN, OUR BRICKS 
– OUR FUTURE 
A whole new part of Copenhagen is about to spring up 
in the area formerly owned by the Carlsberg brewery. 
Buildings will be renovated or torn down to be replaced 
by new ones. Preserving the area’s history and a mi-
nimal environmental impact are key issues so reusing 
bricks to create beautiful buildings while saving CO2 
at the same time is a natural choice. Old Clean Bricks 
ensures that all bricks are cleaned, history is preserved 
and the environment safeguarded. 

NEW EMBASSY 
IN COPENHAGEN 
The fi nal fi nishing touches in the renovation of a very 
special house in Hellerup, north of Copenhagen, are 
being put into place. Originally, the house was built 
using specially formed old bricks from Southern Jutland. 
When the building was to be renovated and extended, 
developer and owner chose to continue using the same 
bricks – Flensborgbricks. Approximately 60,000 of these 
Flensborgersten were used in the project. From 2010, 
the building will be home to the Australian embassy. 

The total CO2 saved by using old bricks amounts 
to 30 tons.



GREEN BUILDING WITH SOUL
In the Municipality of Odense, building projects have to be ‘green’. So the 

Municipality chose Old Clean Bricks as supplier in Odense’s Bjerregårdshaven 
project. The 74,000 bricks used on the facade give this residence for young 

people a very special appearance 

A UNIQUE BUILDING WITH GREEN SOLUTIONS.

BRICKS CUT TO 20 MM. SIZE 
Levi Strauss asked us if we could supply old bricks as shells. They didn’t want to give up 

too much of the fl oor space but wanted the special look and feeling that the old bricks give. 
We have now delivered to the fi rst four stores across the Nordic region, the latest being on 

Copenhagen’s main shopping street. Thanks to our Levi Strauss experience, 
we can now supply all bricks cut as shells. 



OLD CLEAN BRICKS

Skotlandsvej 16  

5700 Svendborg 

Tel. +45 6221 1416  

Fax +45 6221 6716   

www.gamlemursten.dk

www.oldcleanbricks.eu 

OLD CLEAN BRICKS
Old Clean Bricks is a green enterprise which is 
making a difference to the environment. Through 
a unique patented cleaning method, Old Clean 
Bricks enables construction waste to be reused. 
The old bricks are cleaned, stacked, and used in 
new building projects and renovations where the 
developer wants to eliminate unnecessary CO2 
use or where a particular look is required with 
patina and character.

2000 cleaned bricks save 1 ton of CO2 being 
emitted into the environment.

Old Clean Bricks can supply all types of brick to 
suit a building’s individual look and character. 

Based in Svendborg, Old Clean Bricks can supply 
throughout the world. 
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